
Integration 
Suite
WebTMA’s Integration Suite 
offering gives maintenance 
teams the ability to maximize 
their output by leveraging 
a combination of APIs and 
Universal Interfaces.

API + UI

Integration Suite –  
APIs and one 
Universal Interface

API + 2 UIs

Integration Suite –  
APIs and two 
Universal Interfaces

API + unlimited UIs

Integration Suite – 
APIs with unlimited 
Universal Interfaces

With TMA’s Integration Suite packages, users can choose the package that best fits their current needs and can 
scale with their organization. The packages are configured to provide maximum compatibility, interoperability,  

and enterprise-wide information management. Bringing complex technologies together, facilities teams gain end-
to-end visibility and consolidated management of their operations and increased overall organizational efficiency.
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Universal Interfaces Platform APIs
WebTMA’s Universal Interfaces provide out of the box 

integration capabilities. These UIs allow the use of 
established data mappings to and from the WebTMA 
application, which interfaces with SQL tables, flat files, 
and web services. Simplify overall integration efforts 

with standard connection points for enterprise data and 
use little to no IT resources from your organization.

TMA’s RESTful Platform APIs give users ultimate  
flexibility and security to integrate WebTMA’s data with 

other systems. APIs are a seamless way for two software 
programs to communicate using specific web protocols 
and standards to connect over a network. Create custom 
integration workflows with Third Party systems or your 

own internal integrations, choosing the data you retrieve, 
and submitting data through the WebTMA API,  

all while respecting overall data integrity.
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The Benefits of  
Universal Interfaces

The Benefits of  
Platform APIs

Integration Suite

Discover how WebTMA can 
transform your organization. 

Email us at 
envelope  sales@tmasystems.com

Or visit 
globe  https://tmasystems.com

Built-in advanced security features 
and protocols, like token-based 
authenticity and SSL encryption

Eliminate manual and erroneous 
data entry with integration tools

Lightweight and efficient for maximum 
performance with focused functionality

Integrate with or without  
TMA developer assistance

Seamless connectivity  
across your operations

Enterprise-wide reporting to  
enhance visibility across Operations

Accelerate workflows with user-
defined templates and configurations 
for your enterprise systems

Ease of use with simple interface

More straightforward documentation 
for quicker operability

Scalable packages to choose integrations 
and APIs to fit your specific needs

Flexibility to integrate and build APIs  
using different technologies and protocols

Accurate, real-time maintenance  
data exchange between platforms

Other 
Charges

Fuel  
& oil

Space 
Management

Human 
Resources

Building 
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Financials
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